Perfectly Positioned To Take On The World
Located on the southern-most tip of Peninsular Malaysia, Iskandar Malaysia is strategically located in the region. Covering an area of
2,217 sq. km., approximately three times the size of Singapore, it is easily accessible by land, air and sea. It has been designated by the
Malaysian government to be a prime hub for the 9 economic clusters which will be given special focus and offer excellent investment
opportunities. These include:

Services

Manufacturing

Creative

Healthcare

Electrical and Electronics

Education

Logistics

Petrochemical and Oleochemical

Financial Advisory and Consulting

Tourism

Food and Agro Processing

Strategic Advantages
• Located at the crossroads of the East-West trade routes
• Midway between the rapidly growing economies of China and India
• Easily accessible by air, land and sea from within Asia and the world
• Supported by three world-class ports, two international airports, two causeways, world-class highways and
railway link to Singapore
• Home to world’s oldest rainforests, mangrove forests, beautiful islands, beaches and Malaysia’s
longest coastline
• Vast land bank of green fields and brown fields, supported by transportation and telecommunications infrastructure
• Combination of good living standards and attractive cost of living
• Multi-lingual, educated workforce that is skilled and readily available
• Strong and established manufacturing base to complement the services sector
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Opportunity To Invest
The vision of Malaysian Prime Minister, Dato’ Seri Abdullah Bin Haji Ahmad Badawi, Iskandar Malaysia is driven by the government’s
investment arm, Khazanah Nasional Berhad, together with the Chief Minister of Johor.
To ensure its success, the Iskandar Regional Development Authority (IRDA) was established by the Malaysian Parliament. It is a statutory
body responsible for realising the vision of a strong and sustainable metropolis of international standing.
IRDA is the single authority or single reference point for promotions, approvals, implementations and regulations, and aspires to carry
out best practices benchmarked against world standards. Ground-breaking incentives have already been announced, including offering
tax breaks for selected service industries and allowing investors to source globally for talents for these industries. Foreign ownership
restrictions in selected enclaves have also been lifted.
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The development of industries in Iskandar Malaysia
has been strategically planned within ﬁve ﬂagship zones.

Opportunity To Work

ZONE A – JB CITY CENTRE
• Waterfront Development
• Central Business District (CBD)
• Tebrau Plentong Mixed
Development
• Malaysia-Singapore Causeway

ZONE B - NUSAJAYA
• Johor State New Administrative
Centre
• Puteri Harbour
• Educity
• Medical and Wellness Village
• Rim City Development
• International Destination Resort
• Southern Industrial & Logistic
Clusters

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE
Iskandar Malaysia
Area: 2,217 sq. km.
Population: 1.4 million
Estimated Population 2025: 3 million
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Proposed rail and
water transportation systems

ZONE C - WESTERN GATE DEVELOPMENT
• Tanjung Pelepas Port
• Malaysia-Singapore 2nd Link Access
• Free Trade Zone
• RAMSAR Heritage Park

Senai Airport

Proposed road network system

ZONE D - EASTERN GATE DEVELOPMENT
• Pasir Gudang Port
• Tanjung Langsat Technology Park
• Tanjung Langsat Port
• Kim-Kim Regional Distribution Centre
ZONE E - SENAI-SKUDAI
• Senai International Airport
• Senai Cargo Hub
• Senai Multimodal Centre
• Skudai Knowledge Hub
• Hi-tech Park

Legend

JB CITY
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DANGA BAY

NUSAJAYA
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Pasir Gudang
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Coastal Highway

2

East-West Link
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Skudai/Senai Link
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Kempas Link
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Kota Tinggi Link
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Eastern Dispersal Link
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Inner Ring Road
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Senai-Desaru Highway
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Pasir Gudang Highway

10 North-South Highway
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JB City Centre
The financial centre of Iskandar Malaysia will be located in the New Financial District of JB City, with prime land ready for office buildings
complete with world-class infrastructure and telecommunications facilities. Conventional financial practices will also be complemented
by innovative Islamic banking.

Nusajaya
Nusajaya is set to be Asia’s foremost fully integrated city with world-class investment opportunities for business, industry, living and
leisure. Its seven signature developments include the new seat of the Johor government - Johor State New Administrative Centre
(JSNAC). This world-class education and destination resort includes an integrated rim city development. It will comprise a financial
district, medical and wellness village, creative park, as well as waterfront and marina development with distinctively themed residential
developments.

Western Gate Development
Anchored by one of the world’s major container ports, Port of Tanjung Pelepas (PTP), other key players in this flagship zone include the
Tanjung Bin Power Plant and Asia Petroleum Hub. It is envisaged that the key economic activities will revolve around port and marine
services, warehousing and logistics, utilities, engineering, entrepot trade and hi-tech manufacturing. Conservation efforts are centred around
the RAMSAR Heritage Park, the second largest mangrove park in the world.

Eastern Gate Development
Poised to be a key industrial and manufacturing hub, this flagship zone encompasses the Tanjung Langsat Industrial Complex, Pasir
Gudang Port as well as Kim-Kim Regional Distribution Centre. Long established as a manufacturing centre, key economic activities will
be skewed towards heavy industries and logistics, including electrical and electronics, chemical and oleo chemical, engineering-based
industries, food products, ports and warehousing.

Senai-Skudai
This flagship zone is synonymous with Senai Airport, which is envisaged to be the second largest airport in the region after Changi by
2025. Not only will key economic activities include airport services and logistics, engineering, electrical and electronics, but will also
extend to education, agro and food processing, ICT and retail-tourism.
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Opportunity To Grow
Iskandar Malaysia welcomes those who appreciate vast, open spaces in which to build their homes and communities, and raise their
families in safety and health. A key aspiration of the region is to develop model, planned communities that will produce high quality
neighbourhoods with high liveability factors. Features in their design will incorporate elements that promote safety and security,
social integration and community development.
Apart from all the benefits of “Malaysia, My Second Home”, investors will also find the lower cost of green field sites an added
attraction for their development plans.
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Opportunity To Learn
Iskandar Malaysia is envisioned to become a centre of learning, encouraging inquisitive young minds to gain knowledge.
Educational institutions such as international schools, universities and professional training centres will easily blossom with the
availability of large tracts of real estate at very competitive rates.
Iskandar Malaysia has much to offer in terms of creative opportunities as well. Large tracts of land have been earmarked for
internationally-renowned institutions to set up state-of-the-art facilities in areas such as digital animation, film studios and training
facilities for the creative arts and sciences.
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Opportunity To Heal
Iskandar Malaysia will provide the healthiest environment in which to raise families and grow roots. It will also be a centre of health
and wellness facilities, with areas specially earmarked for healthcare, including hospitals, specialist centres, alternative medicine
centres, medical and wellness, R&D, nursing homes and even parks and meditation spots.
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Opportunity To Play
Iskandar Malaysia has it all for everyone to have a good time, from beaches to jungles and a range of eco and adventure activities to
satisfy nature lovers and thrill seekers. Johor is a state steeped in history, heritage and folklore, with much to offer culture vultures as
well. Waterfront resorts, world-class marinas and theme parks are just some of the many tourist attractions in the pipeline. With a
diversity of cuisines from all corners of the world and the natural friendliness of native Johoreans, those who put down roots here will
find a warm welcome in Iskandar Malaysia. Its myriad attractions will also make it the preferred holiday destination of Asia.
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Opportunity To Live
Aspiring towards the highest possible quality of life also encompasses the protection of natural resources. Not only will Iskandar
Malaysia preserve and enhance its environmental resources, it will also establish the foundation of a new “green infrastructure”
to help maintain a pattern of development that is responsive to the environment, thus providing a sense of natural presence to its
community.
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Maintaining Balance
The development of Iskandar Malaysia focuses on the balancing of human and physical aspects of development while promoting
sustainable development by being mindful of the environment. It is guided by five strategic pillars and anchored by three key
foundations.
The five pillars are:

The three key foundations are:

International Rim Positioning
Creation of Catalyst Projects
Establishing Hard & Soft Infrastructure Enablers
IRDA as a Strong Regulatory Authority
A Balanced Socio-Economic Equity

An Equitable and Fair Distribution Among Stakeholders
Growth and Value Creation
Nation Building

Key Foundations Strategic Pillars

A Strong And Sustainable
Metropolis Of International Standing
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Strong Regulatory Authority
Prime Minister

Chief Minister of Johor

Advisory Council
Board Members of IRDA
Chief Executive
ISKANDAR REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY (IRDA)

Management of IRDA

IRDA was established in 2007 by a Federal Act and is tasked to
bring Iskandar Malaysia to life. It is the single authority
empowered to:
Establish the national policy directions and strategies that
have a direct impact on development within Iskandar
Malaysia
Coordinate the performance of the activities carried out by
government entities in Iskandar Malaysia
Plan, promote, process, stimulate, facilitate and undertake
development in Iskandar Malaysia
Act as the principal coordinating agent on behalf of the
government agencies in relation to receiving, processing
and expediting the requisite approvals
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Approval and
Implementation
Committee

IRDA is jointly chaired by the Prime Minister and the Chief
Minister of Johor, with the Secretary-General of Treasury,
Director-General of Economic Planning Unit, Managing
Director of Khazanah Nasional, State Secretary of Johor,
Director of Johor State Economic Planning Unit and
Chairman/CEO of Johan Holdings as Board Members.
Dato' Ikmal Hijaz Hashim is the Chief Executive Officer
of IRDA.
The Advisory Council is jointly chaired by the Prime Minister
and the Chief Minister of Johor together with five
well-established and renowned Malaysians:
Tun Musa Hitam
Tan Sri Samsudin Osman
Tan Sri Kishu Tirathai
Dato’ Panglima Andrew Sheng
Mr Robert Kuok Hock Nien
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